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News

Window Installers Saddled
With Second Best When It
Comes To Cowboy Rip-Offs
And over 14,000 cowboy
‘builder’ complaints have been
made to date in 2022.
Data has revealed a 31% rise
in complaints to the Citizens
Advice Bureau between 2020
and 2021. Window fitters,
kitchen fitters and general
builders are among those most
likely to be rogue traders –
although it is roofing and guttering that cause most anxiety. The
data has been obtained through
Freedom of Information requests.
English homeowners are getting ripped off by cowboys as
over 125,000 complaints
have been made to Citizens
Advice Bureau alone since
2019 – with window installers
second to roofers on the list
of the most complained
about.

Common cowboy builder
complaints 2022
Roofing, roof sealing and
chimney repairs – 2,258.
Window frames and doors
(excluding electric garage
doors) – 2,229.
Major renovations (including
lofts, conversions and
extensions) – 1,827.

Fitted Kitchens – 1,253. Paving,
driveways, patios and decking
– 929. Electric garage doors
and electric gates – 202.
Fascias (including cladding)
and soffits – 67.
The South-East is hit hardest by
the rogue trader crisis, with
2,298 complaints made in 2022
to date. The South-East had the
most complaints in 2019
(5,786) and 2020 (5,387), with
most complaints to date in 2022
relating to window frames and
doors (367).
Trustworthy
Conversely, the North-East
appears to have the most trustworthy tradespeople, as only
749 complaints have been
logged so far in 2022. The
North-West had the highest
number of complaints made in
2021, with 6,787. i

The Chips Are Down – Polycarbonate
Sheets Made From Used Cooking Oil
Plastic construction products
producer, Brett Martin, is set
to reduce the carbon footprint of buildings around the
world with a remarkable
new polycarbonate glazing
product based on used
cooking oil.
Called Marlon BioPlus, the new
sheet offers a major carbon footprint reduction by cutting the use
of fossil-based material by 70%.
This raw material delivers an
84% decrease in carbon emissions and in addition Brett Martin
achieves further reductions in

carbon by producing the sheet
using 100% renewable energy,
generated at its own site.
Marlon BioPlus has already
achieved International Sustainability & Carbon (ISCC) accreditation with ISCC Plus certification.
ISCC PLUS is a globally recognised sustainability certification
programme for bio-based and
bio-circular (recycled) raw materials with a focus on the traceability of raw materials within the
supply chain.
This new low carbon alternative
retains all the physical and

performance properties of the
company’s other polycarbonate
ranges and will be available to
be specified in any of Brett Martin’s Marlon polycarbonate multiwall, corrugated or flat sheets for
use in roofs and walls. i
The Installer| News |5

Derelict Sites To Become
New Homes
Derelict and underused
brownfield
sites
across
England will be transformed
into thousands of new
homes, the Department for
Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities has said.
Over 17,000 new homes will
be created with the latest £180
million brownfield fund. Councils
were able to bid for first £40 million as at 8 July (for an estimated
4,000 new homes), a further
£140 million will be allocated
over next two years. £77 million
has already been released in
support of the regeneration of
unused brownfield sites The
scheme forms part of the government’s plan to level up communities across the country and turn
unloved areas into new places
for people to live and work.
The current Minister for
Government Efficiency, Jacob

Rees-Mogg said: “Opening up
this land is a fantastic opportunity for regeneration, improving
government efficiency and playing a vital role in tackling the
housing shortage while increasing home ownership.”
The fund aims to support the
transformation of small councilowned sites that have been
previously developed, by funding small scale infrastructure and

News

remediation work to enable the
release of the land for new
homes.
As with the previous scheme,
the new fund will be delivered
through the One Public Estate
partnership
between
the
Department for Levelling Up,
Housing and Communities,
the Office of Government
Property
and
the
Local
Government Association. i

Cost Crisis Clouts Construction
The Construction Industry in
the UK is being adversely
affected by the uncertainty
caused by the cost-of-living
crisis, inflation, which is
running at 25% for building
materials, says construction
industry intelligence provider,
Barbour ABI in its latest
monthly
Snap
Analysis
report.
There is also continued disruption caused to supply chains by
the conflict in Ukraine and ongoing pandemic issues.
The report compiles data from
each sector of the construction
industry in the UK and from each
stage of the construction
pipeline, from planning application to contract award. It is therefore able to provide a holistic
6 | News | The Installer

materials and disrupted supply
chains. Any good news came
from the warehouse sector – but
that is an indicator that retail is
moving online and off the High
Street.”
The level of planning applications receiving approval is the
best indicator of the medium-term
health of the industry. June
recorded the lowest value of planning approvals since February at
just £5.4bn overall – with residential being down by 24 per cent.
Residential applications, which indicate what will happen in the
longer term, saw just £3.5bn
lodged – the lowest monthly value
since June 2020. i

picture of the industry in the
short, medium and longer term.
Tom Hall, Chief Economist at
Barbour ABI, says: “June was a
good month in terms of the value
of contracts awarded with a
15% increase on May’s value to
£6.4bn. However, the levels
seen in Q2 are well below the
record levels seen in Q1 and
could reflect the uncertainty
caused by the cost-of-living crisis, For your daily news – go to
inflation of 25% in the cost of www.TheInstaller.pro
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Supply & install the multi-award-winning aluminium Korniche Roof Lantern.
Fitted in minutes, glazed in seconds. The strongest lantern in class, available
up to 3x2.5m in four glass panels and a maximum size of 6x4m

Delivering the best products, with the best
service, at the best price
Contact Made for Trade for a Kwikquote today
madefortrade.co | sales@madefortrade.co | 01642 610799
*Discount applies to all trade customers and applied to the ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern

The Kate Ashley-Norman Wellbeing Column

Diversity & Inclusion –
How Are You Shaping Up?
At the time of writing, Boris had stepped down and a diverse range of candidates had
stepped forward to take his place, writes Kate Ashley-Norman. And it set me thinking
to how important diversity is in all walks of life – especially business.

Sadly, by the time you read
this, the diverse range of
candidates for Prime Minister
will have whittled down and
the prospect of a black
woman in the top post will
just be a memory, writes
Kate Ashley-Norman, The
Installer’s wellbeing and
internal comms expert.
I believe ability should determine whether you get the better
job or not. Colour and gender
should not make a difference.
The trouble is, colour and
gender can still be barriers to
proving that you have the ability.
We do need role models if the
workplace is to be more diverse
so businesses get the absolute
positives that come from having
a wider perspective and interaction. But we also need a more
diverse workforce per se.
Improving diversity at management level needs to be backed
by improving diversity on the
shop floor.

Breaking down barriers
I have children who are half
Turkish, half British. They have
had some interesting and at
times, not particularly kind
comments thrown at them
concerning their heritage. So, I
am painfully aware that in this
supposed multi-cultural society
we live in, prejudice is still alive
and well and kicking. Does it
exist in your workplace? I’m sure
you would not allow overt
racism but we have seen plenty
of high-profile stories where
people feel highly victimised by
colleagues who ‘didn’t mean
any harm’.
Are your employees welcoming to people from different
backgrounds? Do you find a
diverse range of candidates
applying to fill your vacancies –
or to become your apprentices?
Perhaps it is time you looked at
your equality processes and
made sure they are fit for the
modern day – and for the law.
Sexism, ageism
A topic I have experience in is
sexism – particularly as I spent
much of my twenties in the
fenestration industry. And now,
as I enter my mid-50s, I’m experiencing what I guess could be
called ageism.
I tend to laugh or shrug off my
misgivings. I tell myself I d
o
not expect others to make
allowances for me and it is
down to me to fight against the
obstacles. Am I typical? Am I
wrong? No woman and nobody
of age should have to feel they

are in a fight for what is actually
the basic right of respect.
How do you stand up in the
face of these two equality issues? Take your time to think
about it…or give me a call and
I will help you.
Don’t rely on fortitude
Every individual has their own
set of experiences and circumstances to battle with and their
only armoury is often the tools of
resilience and fortitude they
were taught (or not) at school
and during their childhood. No
employer should rely on that
fortitude for an employee to get
through the day (and still be
productive). We know we have
a mental health and wellbeing
crisis in this country. Every
employer should be looking at
their ‘human assets’ and examining the way in which those
people are treated in the workplace – and certainly not ignoring the equality that is enshrined
in law.
Equality Act
In the UK, the Equality Act 2010
outlaws discrimination in the
workplace. To ensure that a
workplace covers all areas, a
diversity and inclusion policy
needs implementing.
The ‘characteristics’ covered
by the Equality Act include age,
disability, gender reassignment,
marriage and civil partnership,
race, religion, beliefs, sex,
pregnancy, maternity and sexual
orientation.
Mental health also comes
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The Kate Ashley-Norman Wellbeing Column

under the banner of the Equality
Act as there exists no specific law
pertaining to mental health in the
workplace.
The latest set of figures relating
to diversity in construction were
published in Building Magazine
in 2019. A survey found that just
four per cent of UK construction
workers are from a black, Asian
or ethnic minority background.
Four per cent!

ahead where every aspect of the
sector felt more under pressure to
consider equality in its widest
sense.
London Build Expo 2022 in
November is teaming up with a
team of diversity ambassadors
with the goal of furthering diversity in construction. In 2021 the
CIOB launched an initiative to
promote diversity and inclusion
in construction across the globe.

Insecurity
58 per cent of that four per cent
feel insecure in their jobs and 76
per cent felt their chances of finding a job in construction was
lower because of their ethnicity.
The OutNext PwC Out to
Succeed survey 2018 found the
construction industry had the
third worst image out of all industries as a LGBTQ+ employer.

How does all this relate to the
fenestration industry?
Are you conscious of the diversity
of your own workforce? Has an
employee ever approached you
with a discrimination grievance?
Are you risking future claims as
diversity and inclusion becomes
ever more entrenched in our
litigious culture?
Of course, as well as protecting
existing current employees, a
more diverse and inclusive
approach to recruitment will play
a significant part in widening
your talent pool and shrinking the
skills gap.

On trend
There are groups trying to
change perspectives in construction and it would not surprise me
if there was a tipping point

There are four key areas you
need to consider:
1. Is your leadership team fully
committed to a D&I policy? If not,
some hard conversations will
need to be had.
2. Do you have a dedicated D&I
policy and if so, is it put into
practice on a daily basis? How
do you measure it?
3. How diverse are your recruitment channels? Have you relied
on the same traditional methods
or have you opened them up to
incorporate a wider talent pool.
4. Do you operate zero tolerance when it comes to workplace
bullying and harassment?
These are my musings with a
bit of practical advice. If you
would like to engage with a
professional who can take you
through all the intricacies – give
me a call. i Kate
Kate Ashley-Norman
partners with conscientious
fenestration companies to
strengthen employee wellbeing. t. 07904 345354
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performance
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delivery
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Including FREE delivery
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The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

The Foundation Of A
Good Conservatory Job
Do not assume that a conservatory with a dwarf wall can be set on a
shallow foundation due to the light load of the brickwork, writes Don
Waterworth, as when subsidence kicks in, you will be responsible for the
cost of underpinning.

Picture: The consequence of building on a shallow foundation and subsidence occurring.
Do not assume that a conservatory with a dwarf wall
can be set on a shallow
foundation due to the light
load of the brickwork, writes
Don
Waterworth,
The
Installer's Technical Expert.
Depending on ground conditions, the foundation should always be a minimum of 750mm
deep 650mm wide. The photograph attached shows the
consequence of building on a
shallow foundation and subsidence occurring within a few
years.
The only suitable repair is
underpinning.
And the insurers will almost
certainly employ legal means to
make you responsible – and
make you pay.

Compromised drainage
You will also note the soil vent
pipe, which fits close to the
conservatory, had not been suitably accommodated in the
ground i.e. the 45 degree loading bulb of the foundation must
not overlap the sub-soil runs of
the drainage, otherwise both
drain and foundation are
compromised.

any of your sub-contractors,
you would do well to keep a
watchful eye on what they are
doing.
In my experience, many subbies will cut corners if they are
not being watched, sure in the
knowledge that whilst you
might be pursued for their poor
workmanship, you won’t have
the time, money or inclination
to come after them. And even if
you did, you would have a a
relatively poor case as you are
the responsible and knowledgeable main contractor.
The worst they might expect is
to hand back a few pennies
whilst you are handing over
pounds. i

Builder watch
Also remember to watch your
builder and make sure that any
drains running under the
conservatory walls are suitably
protected with lintels. You can
be forgiven for trusting your
builder to make the right decisions and act professionally,
however as you are liable for Don.
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What’s behind
these doors
is amazing

You probably already know that we
manufacture some of the UK’s most attractive
and secure composite doors. But what
you might not know is the dedicated trade
support enjoyed by all our retail partners.
It includes sales lead generation, high profile
consumer marketing, seamless customer
service, Doorbuilder ordering system,
extensive R&D and a reliable, trusted supply
chain. These reasons and more are why
hundreds of retailers throughout the UK
and Ireland love to stock our products.
To discover more or to become an
Apeer trade partner, call 0345 672 9333
or send an email to sales@apeer.co.uk

MORE THAN A DOOR

apeer.co.uk

FENSA Column

FENSA Finance
Finds Its Feet
When a homeowner asks for a quote via the
FENSA website, they now have the option to pay
for the work using finance. If they choose to go
ahead with a FENSA Approved Installer, the
homeowner will speak directly with FENSA’s
finance partner, Improveasy.
FENSA launched FENSA leads
on FENSA.org.uk in 2020,
enabling homeowners to
contact a FENSA Approved
Installer directly to request a
quote.
On the back of that exciting
(and free) member benefit,
FENSA Finance has now officially launched. All FENSA
Approved Installers can now
offer competitive finance packages to their homeowner
customers – at no cost to the
installer in terms of time or
money.
FENSA Leads has been a
huge success with large numbers winning more work as part
of their membership. The organisation is predicting the same
level of success for FENSA
Finance.
What is FENSA Finance?
When a homeowner asks for a
quote via the FENSA website,
they now have the option to pay
for the work using finance. If they
choose to go ahead with a
FENSA Approved Installer, the
homeowner will speak directly
with FENSA’s finance partner,
Improveasy.
Installers don’t have to get involved in the finance process
and Improveasy will pay the
installer directly once the work
has been completed, taking the
hassle out of chasing payments
at the same time.
14 | FENSA Column | The Installer

Who is Improveasy?
Improveasy is FENSA’s finance
partner, which will work directly
with installers to provide homeowners with very competitive
loan rates and make it easier
than ever to get their windows
and doors upgraded.
Improveasy is a specialist
home improvement finance company that will help customers understand the options available to
them.
What does this mean for the
FENSA community?
It means that all FENSA members are able to tell customers
they can pay for their installation
using finance if they wish. All
FENSA Approved Installers can
oblige the customer to pay for
their work via finance if that is
their preferred route.
The increasing importance
of finance
With the current cost of living
crisis, the opportunity to pay for
new windows and doors with
finance provides homeowners
with a convenient and flexible
way of spreading the cost.
As our homes have become
our sanctuary over the past couple of years, FENSA Finance
now provides FENSA Approved
Installers with the potential to improve their offering to customers
and win more work that would
previously have passed them by.

How do the payments work?
Once the homeowner has
agreed to work with the installer,
to
they
speak
directly
Improveasy about the rates,
amount and terms of their loan.
The installer doesn’t need to get
involved.
Once the loan has been
agreed and the paperwork has
been signed, installers are paid
directly by Improveasy upon
completion of the job, as agreed
by both parties.
Another Exclusive Benefit –
Free to the FENSA
community
“Being able to provide customers
with highly competitive payment
options will help our members
win more work at no cost to
themselves,” says Lis Clarke, Operations Director for FENSA.
“The opportunity to offer flexible
payment options to customers is
another great way that being a
FENSA Approved Installer can
set an installer’s business apart
from its competitors and turn
more enquiries into sales, particularly in the current economic
climate.
“And thanks to FENSA’s partnership with Improveasy, the
whole process is hassle-free
too.” i
For more information on FENSA,
including details of how to join,
visit: www.fensa.org.uk

TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

OUR NEW 28-PAGE BROCHURE

WILL DO ALL THE SELLING FOR YOU!

Quoting Timberlook
just got really easy.
We are excited to announce our
partnership with Tommy Trinder
You can now quote our Timberlook
PVCu casements in real-time with this
exclusive experience. See your new
Timberlook windows in your own
property thanks to Tommy Trinder

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

For more information, contact the
Timberlook Sales Team - details below
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|
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|

ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…

DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE

Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR
TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Aﬀordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon-looking
fabrication for both the sash and outer frame - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that typically identify uPVC windows.
Featuring a night latch as standard and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and concealed
trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE W IND OWS
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FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact PHIL MYERS

01253 888222 / 07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com

Cover Story

A Smart Move By
6 Day Doors

6 Day Doors, part of the Chigwell Group of companies, strives to offer the very
best products at very competitive prices – now including Smart’s Visofold 1000
Slim with ‘Quick-Glaze Bead’.

6 Day Doors now offers the
new Smart Architectural
Aluminium Visofold 1000 Slim
which
features
Smart’s
‘Quick-Glaze Bead’ which
provides quicker fabrication
and installation, as well as
being easy to remove for
maintenance and cleaning.
“Installers are already reporting
to us how easy the new QuickGlaze Bead system is to work
with and how much time it saves
them,” says MD, Sunny Attlas.
As you simply tap the QuickGlaze Bead in on site (rather
than having to clip them in), it
makes the installation and glazing process much faster, more
straightforward and so more cost
effective. The glazing gasket is
also now integrated into the new
slim sash profile to make fabrication quicker.

duced by 10mm from the standard bi-fold door), Visofold
1000 Slim’s new slimmer profiles
create an even greater glazed
area and larger uninterrupted
openings. Available in a range
of opening configurations, the
door’s flexibility makes it the
ideal choice for both residential
and light commercial projects.
The highly versatile, easy-to-operate system is the perfect option
for even the largest project,
capable of opening up an entire
wall, yet presenting a contemporary, elegant, glazed façade
when closed.

6 Day Doors
6 Day Doors is part of the Chigwell Group, an established
brand with over 20 years’
experience in the double glazing
and construction sectors. The
company fabricates a range of
premium quality aluminium bifold, patio and sliding doors – all
look good, are efficient energy
too and incorporate sophistiSecurity and standards
cated security features.
Kitemarked and PAS24 accredThe company predominantly
ited, security is assured by multi- supplies to builders and installers
point locking mechanisms on the throughout Essex, London and
main opening sashes.
the surrounding areas. i

Made in Britain
Visofold 1000 Slim
The Visofold 1000 Slim is deFeaturing a 122mm sightline (re- signed, developed and manufac-
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tured in Britain and not only does
it look great, the introduction of
the Quick-Glaze Bead system is
also fast and straightforward to
fabricate and install which is a
huge advantage for customers.

For more information call
t. 020 8500 4900 or visit
www.6daydoors.co.uk

New Features
Electronic
Document
Signing

Barcode
Support

Partnership

&

Award Winning Customer Portal
Your customers can

Track the progress of their order
Make Payments
Raise a service call

24/7 from your website
Let us help you transform your business with AdminBase the industry’s only fully intergrated and advanced CRM
Call us now for a demo!

01283 551005
www.adminbase.co.uk
sales@adminbase.co.uk

Security & Hardware

Yale Shows Its
Smarts
Installers can now offer homeowners the option of being able to
check the status of their doors and windows on smart devices
and phones via the trusted Yale brand.
Yale has announced the
launch of SensCheck, its new
integrated smart window and
door lock sensor.
This new smart addition to the
company’s hardware portfolio
means that installers and fabricators can now offer homeowners
the option of being able to check
the status of their doors and
windows on their smart devices
and phones.
The Yale SensCheck door and
window sensor range is currently
compatible with Yale’s Lockmaster door locks and several of its
largest-selling window lock
ranges, including the Rapide and
Yale Shootbolt systems.
Soon to follow from Yale’s

range of smart hardware are its
AutoEngage auto-firing door
locks for composite doors, patio
locks, bi-fold d oor locks and tilt
and turn window hardware.

Assistan, enabling homeowners
to ask a variety of commands,
such as ‘Alexa, is my front door
locked?’ and ‘Alexa, is my bedroom window open’?

Integration partners
Yale SensCheck allows the
homeowner to be notified via the
Yale Smart Living Home App if
their doors are open or closed,
locked or unlocked and whether
their windows are in the night
vent position. As well as checking the door or window status,
SensCheck can be set to give a
chime when the window or door
is opened. SensCheck is also
compatible with voice partners
Amazon Alexa and Google

History
Paul Atkinson, MD at Yale, says:
“We have 180 years of trusted
innovation behind us and have
enjoyed significant sales of smart
door hardware since 2010, so
we have learned some valuable
‘smart’ lessons along the way.
This provenance means that all
over the world we’re trusted to
make homes secure and people
feel secure too. The Yale
SensCheck range is the latest in
a long line of products that do
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this. The range utilises smart technology to provide homeowners
with ‘instant connected security
status’, enabling them to protect
the things that matter most and
be sure of their door and
window security for instant
peace of mind.”
Installers and fabricators
Continues
Atkinson:
“For
installers and fabricators, the
SensCheck range provides a
fresh competitive advantage.
Household penetration of smart
home technology is currently at
41.6% and is predicted to reach
85.7% by 2025. With Yale
smart hardware incorporated
into windows and doors, fabricators and installers can benefit
from offering smart windows
and d oors as an addition to their
range.”
BSI Kitemark
SensCheck sensors have been
accredited with the BSI kitemark
for the Internet of Things (IoT).
This provides reassurance that
they have been rigorously tested
to ensure that they are safe,
secure and functions properly as
part of an ecosystem of

connected products – a vital
guarantee for a type of
technology that is still building
trust with the public.

Yale Home website where they
can purchase the desired Yale
Sensors to fit themselves into the
door or windows of their choice.
The homeowner then downloads
the App and follows the step-bystep installation guide. If they
have Amazon Alexa, Philips
Hue, Google Assistant or a Yale
Sync Smart Home alarm it can
also be expanded using the Yale
Sync Alarm accessories for a
more comprehensive security setup – forming an eco-system of
smart products within the home.

Alarm system
Compatible with Yale’s Sync
Smart Home Alarm and CCTV
systems, SensCheck also has the
additional standalone security
feature of an integral alarm system via the Yale Sync Hub for
extra reassurance. The 94dB
internal siren is triggered during
a break-in, as well as receiving
a notification through the Yale
Smart Living Home App.
After sales support
“As with all products in our conGeofencing
sumer line, Yale SensCheck is
The geofencing feature allows supported by online and phone
homeowners to set notifications technical back-up seven days a
via their smartphone or smart week, and there are how-to
watch when they leave their videos and many hints, tips, and
home or pre-set boundary, FAQs available on our website
receiving alerts if they have left should the end-user or the
their door and/or window open installer need assistance,” says
or unlocked.
Atkinson. i
Atkinson adds: “The route to
market is simple. Once the Pictures: Yale SensCheck in
installer has fitted the door and action.
windows, the homeowner simply www.yalehome.co.uk/
scans the QR code (found on the sync-smart-home-windowhardware or an additional frame and-door-sensors
sticker), that takes them to the
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Gerda Geared To
Stand Out In A
Crowded Market
When it comes to the front door market, writes Danny
Williams, we all know they were once the add on to a
window sale but now are highly desired purchases in their
own right. I have found a front door that can’t be knocked
– it’s called Gerda.

My company, writes MD
Danny Williams of Pioneer
Trading, is now importing the
best quality doors I’ve ever
seen. They are stylish, solid
and designed to withstand a
Polish winter.
Over the past ten years, the
sales pitch for a fabricator/
installer like ourselves has
moved dramatically from ‘eight
windows and a free front door,’
to persuading homeowners that
a new front door can match their
décor, improve security and
energy efficiency and make their
home stand out from their neighbours. And all for this for the
price of a couple of sofas.
Residential doors are no
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eroding all the time. That is why,
back in 2019, I decided to look
around for something that would
really stand out from the crowd.
And something that could not
only be installed by us and other
The problem
The problem with the market installers we deal with – but
being so strong and so crowded could go out to the wider market
is that product differentials are in general.
longer a once-in-a-lifetime repair
and replace project – they
are a lifestyle-driven home
improvement.



Doors

Picture: The Altus door being offered by Pioneer first in the UK boasts an 88mm depth,
three chamber reinforced aluminium internal construction with PU cores, with FUHR
multi-point security locks and hardware located into reinforced aluminium outer frames.
I also wanted to address the
often appalling customer service
that is offered by some of the big
brands
The solution
Gerda is a brand that is well
known throughout mainland
Europe and a household name
in its native Poland. We had this
Polish door fitter, Pavel, working
for us at the time; a professional
guy that I had a lot of time for.
He kept coming back to base
telling us what rubbish he had
fitted that day and how ‘you
need to fit Gerda doors, they
are the best’, like a broken
record. I d
ecided to find out
more, when our operations
director announced that he
knew Gerda from when he was
involved in the public sector.

Engineered –
aluminium and steel
Gerda doors are so well
engineered with the use of
aluminium or steel facings. This
separates them from the legions
of GRP and PVC-skinned products that dominate the composite door sector in the UK. Gerda
is also a manufacturer of security
products (including padlocks). Its
own brand of all types of door
hardware and especially those
for garage doors and residential
doors, again is known all over
Europe.

An almost unique offering
There are relatively few
aluminium door producers in the
market and no significant steel
door producers doing anything
serious in home improvements.
Gerda doors are weather
proofed for Eastern European
FIT launch
That discussions with Gerda winters, with an obvious bias toprogressed well and we launced wards security and the engineerthe partnership at this year’s FIT ing and manufactured quality is
Show on one of the biggest superb. And they look great.
stands at the event. We were run
off our feet on all three days. We Altus
really impressed all the visitors to The specification of Gerda
our stand, including the people doors is impressive. Both steel
who came over from Poland to and aluminium doors offer
support us. Gerda is right thermal transmittance as low as
0.74 W/m2K for solid doors
behind this UK project.

and 0.81 W/m2K for glazed
versions. The class leading Altus
door being offered by Pioneer
first in the UK boasts an 88mm
depth, three chamber reinforced
aluminium internal construction
with PU cores, with FUHR multipoint security locks and hardware located into reinforced
aluminium outer frames.
FIT Show visitors agree
Of the hundreds of visitors to our
stand, we took 198 detailed
contact forms from people that
had examined the Gerda doors
and who want to know more.
These came from every area in
the UK and Eire too.
We are already planning our
transport drops and these doors
will be opening in homes all
over the place. If any reader
thinks they might want a standout door option in their portfolio,
have a look on the website
details below and then give us a
call. i
To find out more call
Tina Beal, Gerda Doors at
Pioneer t. 01245 362236
www.gerdadoors.co.uk
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How To Jump Up
Google Rankings
How do you find the thing you need – a plumber, a taxi, a pizza
delivery or a new cable for your mobile? Presumably, you don’t
thumb through the small ads, you go to Google. So what do
you think your customers are doing – and how do you get a
slice of the action?
How do you find the local
services that you use these
days? Do you pick up that
out-of-date Yellow Pages that
has been used as a doorstop
for the last few years and flick
through it alphabetically?
Or are you more likely to pick
up your smartphone and ask
Google to suss out some options
on your behalf?
These questions and more are
posed by Azeem Yaqoob MD of
i3MEDIA, an award-winning
marketing company delivering
world class digital solutions.
How are your potential
customers looking for you?
Considering the average person
currently turns to Google three
or four times a day for help in

any number of searches, there’s
a reason why Yellow Pages is
no longer in print.
Are your potential customers
doing the same to find your
product or services? Are your
competitors featuring higher on
the Google rankings than you?
Your company may be better,
more professional, offer greater
value for money and do a
better quality job. However, if
Google isn’t being informed
about your activities on a
regular and consistent basis,
then it won’t know to bring you
up the page rankings.
Google My Business and
Google Reviews
There are a number of factors
that affect your Google page
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ranking – some more complex
than others. There is one that is
relatively simple, extremely
effective and a technique over
which you can have a high
degree of control – Google
Reviews, as featured on your
Google My Business profile
page.
Google My Business has
become a major focus in terms
of supporting local companies
to build their presence online.
More specifically, Google
Reviews contribute to a local
company climbing up the rankings and entering the top 10 on
page one. So, if your business
has a number of good reviews
with high star ratings, it is more
likely to get picked up by
Google and pushed up the list.

IT & Marketing

Digital word of mouth
Google is actually no different
from us – it selects its favourites
based on ‘word of mouth’ recommendations. So, if you search
‘local window companies’, it will
sift through the results in terms of
relevance, distance, and prominence and send back a list of
local installers that match your
specific search criteria, are closest to you and most importantly
have demonstrated a high
degree of activity and interaction
on their online presence – including their reviews.
In fact, between two window
companies local to you, the one
that is higher in the rankings
might not necessarily be the
closest or the best. Instead, that
installer will come up top
because they have a consistent
flow of new high rated reviews.
Think about it – Google doesn’t know your business but it
does trust third-party reviews and
it can track these using very
simple algorithms. Your competitor has learnt this and has
adopted its marketing strategy
accordingly.
Other channels
What is more, the more active
you are on your Google My
Business page, the more it starts
to look out for you through other
social media channels. As your
Google reviews pick up, Google
will start to scan other platforms,
such as Facebook, Instagram
and LinkedIn and incorporate
these into your personal search
results.

And here’s a really important
statistic to remember – nine out
of ten people check a company’s
review before making a decision
to buy a product or service. 97
per cent of them claim that the
reviews have a real impact on
their buying decisions. So,
Google reviews are a brilliant
way of pre-qualifying potential
customers and increasing that
desire to buy. The reviews are
doing all the work for you, so
your conversion rates should
improve exponentially as a result.

devices, the more Google
will love it and push it up the
rankings.
Incentivise reviewers
You may want to incentivise
previous clients to leave a review
and it may be an opportunity to
generate more business, maybe
with a discount voucher for every
positive review that they can
redeem whenever they next need
your services.
Systemise the process
from here on in
Going forward, create a way of
systemising collecting Google
reviews so that you can maximise the opportunities without
having to constantly chase them
up. It’s just a process and can be
worked into your existing CRM.
To summarise, there are two
clear strategies you need to put
into place that will help you
climb Google rankings:
1. Systemise the collection of
Google reviews.
2. Set up a Google My Business
page and make sure that you
are proactively posting content in
the same way as you are on
other social media platforms.
It will take time but in a few
weeks, you should start to see
some results. One day you will
Google your business and you’ll
have leap-frogged over your
competitor into the highest-ranking positions. i

Is it a case of the more
reviews the better?
The volume of Google reviews is
crucial, which is important for
you as a business because it
gives you a degree of control in
terms of increasing your rankings. Assuming you know that
you have done a good job, you
need to get into the habit of
asking your clients to give you a
review.
If you have been lax about it in
the past, asking previous clients
for a review is a good reason for
checking in with them. Email
them, make it personal and
explain how you’re implementing a new marketing strategy
and would like their help in
posting a review of your product
or service.
Give them step-by-step instructions on how to do so, to make it
as quick and simple for them as
possible. Include a link to the
review page on your Google My Picture: Azeem Yaqoob.
Business profile – the more that www.i3media.net
comes through from third-party
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Business Details
Janis Windows & Doors Ltd
48 Appleton Place, Appleton Industrial Estate,
Southern Road, Aylesbury, HP19 9EW
Tel: 0831 6090 476
Email: info@janis.co.uk
Web: http://www.janis.co.uk
Credit Rating: 73
Key Contact: Alexia Kalila, Managing Director

YOUR
FUTURE
IN YOUR
HANDS

Direct Tel: 07968 342 115
Direct Email: alexia.kalila@janis.co.uk

Products
PVCu Windows and Doors
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Spectus

Insight Data puts 80,000 potential
customers at your ﬁngertips

Vertical Sliders, Buy in, Veka
Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Kommerling
Composite Doors, Buy in, Solidor, 10 PW

Aluminium Windows and Doors
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Techal
Windows/Doors, Buy in, Senior
Bi-fold Doors, Buy in, Technal

50-75 Frames per week

The Insight Database helps your sales and marketing team get better results faster. Updated live
in real-time with in-depth information, not available anywhere else, you get the inside track on
fabricators and installers, builders, architects, merchants, construction ﬁrms and house-builders.

01934 808 293
hello@insightdata.co.uk

www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

@insightdata

Products & Projects

Wooden Windows & Doors Meet The Regs
Timber window and doors
supplier
Bereco
has
welcomed the release of the
new Approved Document L
as the company’s products
already achieve the new
U-values.
The latest amendments to the
building regulations, (Approved
Documents F, L O) came into
effect on 15 June. Part F refers
to ventilation, Part L to the conservation of fuel and power and
Part O refers to overheating.
One of the key objectives is a
30% reduction in carbon emissions from new homes.
“We wholeheartedly welcome
the new building regulations
and have worked hard to
ensure that our products not
only meet the new standard but
exceed it,” says Craig Morris
(pictured), Assistant Manager at
Bereco. “Compliance with the

building regulations is something that every window
installer, builder or developer
has concerns about. Our timber
windows and doors are
designed with optimum energy
efficiency and ease of compliance in mind. Every one of our
windows and doors are up to
25 per cent more energy-efficient than the new requirements
so our customers can make their
purchases with confidence.
Not just windows
“We can offer sash windows
double glazed with a U-value of
1.2W/m²K, bi-fold doors and
sliding patio doors double
glazed with a U-value of
1.2W/m²K. In addition, our
Heritage range of windows and
doors with SlimLine double glazing
has
a
U-value
of
1.4W/m²K, which is 12.5%

better than the limiting standards. This range of windows
and doors is for buildings in
conservation areas and has
been approved by many conservation officers across the UK so
developers can build in a conservation area and still exceed
the new Part L regs.” i
www.bereco.co.uk/
sustainability

Sheerline Smartening Up After Kabu
Encounter
Sheerline and Kubu Smart
have been working together
to bring smart security sensor
technology to aluminium
products for the first time in
the fenestration industry.
Sheerline’s
management
understands the benefits of
embracing new technologies
and standing out in the
aluminium window market.
“In the emerging smart hardware market, Kubu stood out to
us for the clever but practical
way they’ve implemented the
move towards smarter homes. It
offers the added peace-of-mind
that consumers are looking for
when they choose Sheerline aluminium windows and doors,”
says Roger Hartshorn, CEO of
Garnalex, the company behind
Sheerline. ”We love the simple

to use interface. it’s the kind of
value-added sale that homeowners understand straight away.
It’s great to see Kubu’s smart
sensor products installed on aluminium products at last.”
Ryan Bromley, Co-Founder of
Kubu adds: “We are both committed to giving homeowners
tangible benefits that make their

lives better such as the ability to
check if you’ve locked the door
via Kabu or improved your
home’s thermal performance
thanks to Sheerline. As a partnership, we now plan to push
boundary of what’s possible
even further.” i
www.kubu-home.com
www.sheerline.com
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Don’t Let Your Doors Harm A Child
Strand Hardware is urging
customers to apply the right
standards for safety of finger
guards to avoid crushing
children’s digits in door
jambs.
BS8613 specifies requirements
and test methods for durability,
strength and effective function of
finger protection.
Yet not all products sold in the
UK meet this standard.
Strand Hardware only stocks
products that meet BS8613 and
clearly bear manufacturers markings and classification – making
them easy to identify.
“None of our stock can be defined as one product fits all. Our
extensive range provides a
range of devices for various door
materials and applications. We
prefer to work closely with customers to provide the correct solution for their project needs,”
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says Craig Fox the sales
director at Strand Hardware (pictured).
“In addition to product
durability, some products
come with a lifetime guarantee,” continues Fox.
“There are other benefits
to buying quality such as
bespoke sizes for items up
to 2500mm and special
RAL powder coated finishes for customisation.
“Often buying choices come
down to budget but safety should
never be compromised.”
BS EN 8613: 2017 defines finger protection as ‘a device intended to minimise the risk of
crushing injuries to fingers in
the gap between the hanging
stile of the door leaf and the
door frame’. In premises that are
used by the public, especially
children,
the
elderly
or

vulnerable adults, it is essential
to minimise risk.
It is estimated that between
40,000 and 80,000 accidents
occur every year, mainly involving children who trap their fingers in doors, leading to serious
injury – and in some cases
amputation. Many more minor
injuries are believed to go unreported. i
www.strandhardware.co.uk

Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

2000+
DISPUTED MATTERS
DEALT WITH

30+

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN THE INDUSTRY

Meet the

Mediator
Don Waterworth
Litigation can easily take up to 2 years to a ﬁnal hearing, and
easily cost over £100,000.00 to the unsuccessful party. Compare
this with Mediation, often 1 day, £1,000.00 or so per party, and
most matters are resolved successfully in that 1 day.

Proud member of

A LEADING EXPERT IN MEDIATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION
•

Advice is always given honestly, in detail and in best interests

•

Don’s strength lies in his ability to ﬁnd solutions in disputes

•

Understanding of the process and requirements of mediation

•

From the Supreme Court in London to local small claims courts

has
Expert Witness Services • Building Surveyors • Building Engineers

hanley amos stewart
Quality, reliability and professionalism…

Don Waterworth is thorough, eﬀective, and
he has an amazing ability to comfort truly frazzled
clients. His reports are concise yet detailed and to the
point, and he is a convincing witness at mediations
and in Court. You would want him on your side, and
not on the other.
John Brooke - Senior Consultant, Clyde & Co

Expert services you can trust

01942 523702
Email: hanley.a.stewart@btconnect.com
www.hanleyamosstewart.co.uk

Trade News

Glass To Europe A Threat To UK Stability

UK produced glass sent to
Europe to prop-up volumes
there is threatening supply in
the UK says the management
of one glass company.
Mark Mitchell, Chair of the
Cornwall Group, claims 20% of
all glass produced by the UK’s
three main float lines is being
exported. He says: “Further
restrictions on glass manufacture

in Europe will
require further
support from
UK float lines
in the coming
months, putting
further pressure on supply
and price in
the UK.”
As a result,
further glass
allocation is on
the cards with
glass companies and window
fabricators being warned to prepare for further glass shortages
in the second half of 2022 –
which in turn will affect installers.
Mitchell continues: “Glass allocation is something we were hoping to have seen the back of,
thanks to all three of the UK
based glass manufacturers now

running their lines as normal. But
the war in Ukraine is having farreaching consequences.”
Clear glass from Belarus and
Russia helped prevent severe
shortages in the UK throughout
2021. Mainland European float
glass manufacturers have also
said that they may have their gas
supplies restricted by Russia by
more than 25%, which could
lead to some float tanks being
closed down, stopping glass
manufacture altogether.
Mitchell is expecting two significant price increases before
Christmas not even taking into
account rising energy costs. He
adds: “When these price
increases come into effect, a lot
of companies will find that they
are paying double for their
glass, than they were paying
pre-Covid.” i

Five-Day Lead Times Back On Menu

Lead times for both PVC-U
and aluminium are back
down to five days on key
Sternfenster products, as the
company continues to invest
in machinery, infrastructure,
and customer support.
PVC-U chamfered and sculptured casement and tilt and turn
windows in the most popular
colours are now available in
five days, as are PVC-U residential and French Doors. These

match the popular Visofold
1000 Aluminium bi-fold. “Offering a swift response time on our
most popular products – in the
most popular colours – is a
defining feature at Sternfenster,”
says Sales Director, Nathan
Court. “While the recent period
of high demand and uncertain
supply knocked everyone for
six, I’m glad to report that we
are back on track in both PVC-U
and aluminium.”

This latest announcement follows a series of significant investments at the Lincoln based trade
fabricator, including £600K-plus
for a new Schirmer cutting and
machining centre, and a £200K
outlay for two new trucks. The
Slider 24 Patio Slider is now
available in just 10 days in the
leading colours, while other
colour choices across the whole
PVC-U product range are typically down to 15 days. i
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PURPLEXED
ABOUT YOUR
MARKETING?

In a world where marketing and customer behaviour is constantly
changing, you could be forgiven for being in a state of confusion
when it comes to your own marketing.
As a fully integrated marketing agency, Purplex is powered to
alleviate this stress and help ambitious companies like yours build
their reputation, business, and future.
With more than 35 years industry experience our specialist teams
build campaigns that cut-through the noise and create integrated,
consistent, and clear messages across all platforms to build brand
awareness and drive your business to greater heights.

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS IN:

MARKETING
CONSULTANCY

PR & MEDIA
RELATIONS

VIDEO PRODUCTION
& EDITING

BRANDING &
CREATIVE

WEB & E-COMMERCE
DESIGN

SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMISATION

PAY-PER
CLICK

IF YOU’RE PURPLEXED ABOUT YOUR MARKETING, SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS

T: 020 3137 9319

E: grow@purplexmarketing.com | W: www.purplexmarketing.com

HQ: 200 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

Scott’s Corner

Don’t Make A Drama
Out Of A Crisis
The cost-of-living crisis could become a
real drama for companies that have let
their marketing slip during the postpandemic boom, writes Andrew Scott,
the head of Purplex Marketing. To get out
of the trouble looming ahead, businesses
need to invest - NOW.
www.purplexmarketing.com
Things are becoming much
tougher for the industry as the
surge in demand slows, writes
Andrew Scott.
Consumers are being hit with
rapid increases in the cost of living and this will have an impact
on home improvements.
Waiting for the market to crash
will be detrimental for companies
as they’ll find themselves far behind their competitors. Instead,
they should start thinking about
raising their profile and building
or re-building brand awareness
right now.
Businesses which invest in their
marketing during uncertain times
are guaranteed to bounce back
sooner and grow faster than
those that don’t.
The trouble is, how do companies know which marketing channels and platforms they should
be utilising to maximise their
brand?
Digital marketing is
fundamental
From investing in a new website,
getting brand names into the
media or increasing their presence on social media, there are
a multitude of marketing methods
that can help.
Whether a business operates in
the B2B or B2C market, the first

thing to remember is
that the majority of
people are online and
have an online presence. Therefore, digital
Working with the top industry media,
marketing is fundamenespecially
those that offer both new
tal for a company.
and
traditional
channels and easily
So, start by laying the
foundations and get the allow social media access, is crucial
basics right. With digital in this marketing day and age.
marketing, this means
making sure the website is up to opportunities to securing local
date, provides fresh and engag- ads on public transport, billing content and is easy for all boards and regionalised publications, there are countless
users to navigate.
promotional opportunities.
Messaging
Then, consider the importance of The power of video
consistent messaging. When a Video is another important marbusiness has profiles on several keting technique. Video content
social media platforms, has a accounts for 11% of all content
website and also uses other on- uploaded to Facebook and
line marketing methods, such as amasses eight billion views per
pay per click advertising, the key day. A billion hours are clocked
messages communicated should up daily on YouTube.
be the same.
Work with the right team
At Purplex, we have industry
Remember traditional
knowledge and marketing knowmarketing tactics
Although it may seem old hat, how to help any business. Our
companies should not disregard 80-strong team of specialists
traditional marketing methods. implement strategies that will
Offline marketing provides a host achieve the best results, including
of additional opportunities to boosting leads and increasing
build brand recognition and brand awareness to drive growth
– especially in these challenging
reach an even bigger target.
From maximising sponsorship times. i
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Comment
Converting Windows To Solar Panels
Three months ago, Next Energy Technologies, a maker of a
transparent photovoltaic coating and glazing firm, Walters & Wolf,
demonstrated that commercial windows might be converted in to
energy-producing solar panels – the results have been pretty good.
The glass produces electricity and improves thermal efficiency. It is
envisaged for commercial buildings because that is where the biggest
savings can be made – those building use £billions each year to run.
The story is reported on www.TheInstaller.pro
Who knows, with the energy crisis getting worse each day (and the
environment), perhaps we will see installers putting in windows that
also power a home one day.
Polycarbonate Sheets Made From Used Cooking Oil
Another material that is initially aimed at the commercial building
sector comes from plastic construction product producer, Brett Martin,
a remarkable new polycarbonate glazing solution based on used
cooking oil.
Polycarbonate has fallen out of favour for use in conservatories (but
then conservatories have fallen out of favour) but perhaps it could
make a comeback. PVC-U profiles can be made using vegetable oil
rather than fossil derived oil – and that has always been the case.
I think it is a good thing that products associated with this industry are
leading the way in technology that could change the outlook of
buildings – domestic or commercial – it is a real positive.
Window Installers Second Best When It Comes
To Cowboy Rip-Offs
English homeowners are getting ripped off by cowboys as over
125,000 complaints have been made to Citizens Advice Bureau
alone since 2019 – with window installers second to roofers on the list
of the most complained about. When I read this, I almost laughed –
that stereotype of installers being rogue traders to the core. But it isn’t
funny, so many good things go on in this industry and yet the bad
apples seem to continue to prosper. FENSA, Certass et al do a great
job in representing the honest installer but we will never see the
elimination of the cowboy until we make homeowners responsible for
handing their cash to a government backed third party that will only
release the funds once a proper job had been completed.
Derelict Sites To Become New Homes
Derelict and underused brownfield sites across England will be
transformed into thousands of new homes, the Department for
Levelling Up, Housing and Communities has said.
More house building is going to be good news for any firm that relies
on new build for business. Let’s hope those who get to spend the
money know the difference between value for money and cheap –
cheap being the land that the cowboys colonise.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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